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We present and discuss a new computationally inexpensive method to study, within the single active
electron approximation, the interaction of a complex system with an intense ultrashort laser pulse. As
a first application, we consider the one photon single ionisation of the highest occupied molecular orbital
of the water molecule by a laser pulse. The ionisation yield is calculated for different orientations of the
molecule with respect to the field polarization axis and compared against predictions of another single
active electron approach.

� 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The recent development of coherent sources of light such as
attosecond lasers [1], high-order-harmonic generation (HOHG)
sources [2,3] or free-electron lasers [4,5] has opened the route to
the study of the interaction of matter with intense femtosecond
and even sub femtosecond radiation pulses in the XUV regime.
Such studies allow one to analyze electron dynamics in atoms, or
electron and nuclei dynamics in molecules with an unprecedented
degree of temporal and spatial resolution. Within this context, the
interaction of the water molecule with such radiation pulses is of
particular relevance in medical physics, for example, radiotherapy,
since water is one of the main components of most living tissues.

In the present contribution, we develop a new computationally
inexpensive method to study, within the single active electron
(SAE) model and in the non-relativistic regime, the single ionisa-
tion of atoms and molecules by an intense femtosecond or sub
femtosecond XUV pulse. Specifically we aim to address the total
ionisation yield as function of field frequency (or of the photon
energy, as they are equal in atomic units), intensity and orientation
dependence of the polarisation vector with respect to the mole-
cule. We apply this approach to the water molecule in its ground
state while paying attention to the validity of the assumptions
we make in such a treatment. We assume that the pulse duration
is small compared to the characteristic time of the vibrational
motion of the molecule and that, during the interaction, the geom-
etry of the molecule is not modified as we employ the fixed nuclei
approximation.

Recently, by measuring the ratio of H2O and D2O high harmonic
yields, Farrell et al. [6] managed to characterize the nuclear motion
in the molecular states of H2O+. They showed that by contrast to
the ionisation of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO),
the single ionisation of the second least bound orbital HOMO-1
triggers a fast nuclear dynamics of the molecular ion through a
strong bending motion of the molecule. As a result, we only con-
sider here, the single ionisation of the orbital HOMO 1b1 which
leaves the geometry of the molecule practically unchanged during
the interaction with the pulse. In fact, the period of the fastest
oscillation in the water molecule, namely the asymmetrical
stretching of the OH bonds, is 8.9 fs [7] which is much longer than
the pulse durations we consider here. In other words, we can
assume that the molecule is frozen during its interaction with
the pulse. However, it is important to note that experimentally, it
is impossible to know, a priori, from which orbital the electron is
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ejected. Farrell’s results show that ionisation from HOMO-1 3a1,

which sends the molecule into the eA2A1 state of H2O+, strongly
excites the bending mode at photon energies around 0.54 a.u. This
puts some limitation on the photon energy used in the present
work and requires us to pay attention to the bandwidth of the
pulse. Furthermore, for the frequencies we use later on, the inner
shell ionisation has to play a significant role [8]. We do not con-
sider this type of ionisation, as our model is a SAE model, but it
could be a serious correction when a more complete calculation
appears.

Our approach is based on a model that was first developed to
treat the interaction of atomic hydrogen with an electromagnetic
pulse [9]. We work in the momentum space and use the velocity
gauge. The main idea is to replace the kernel of the Coulomb poten-
tial by a sum of N symmetric separable potentials, each of them
supporting a bound state of the system. This method, which we
denote by SPAM for Separable Potentials for Atoms and Molecules,
allows one to reduce the 4-dimensional time-dependent Schrödin-
ger equation (TDSE) to a system of N 1-dimensional Volterra inte-
gral equations depending only on time. As a result, the integration
over the spatial coordinates which, in some cases, requires pro-
hibitively large grids or bases, is completely avoided. Each separa-
ble potential may be calculated from the exact wave function of
the atomic state it supports. However, its analytical expression is
not always unique. We developed a procedure to calculate these
separable potentials. It provides results for the electron energy
spectra that compare very well with those obtained by solving
the TDSE with the exact Coulomb potential in situations where
the number of essential atomic states playing a significant role is
low. By moving from the momentum space to the configuration
space, it is easy to show that the separable potentials have a finite
range. Let us note that once the separable potentials are deter-
mined, the continuum states are automatically defined and, being
solutions of the same equation as the one satisfied by the exact
bound states taken into account in the calculations, they are
orthogonal to these bound states. To generalize to more complex
systems such as the water molecule, we proceed along the same
lines. We first generate the HOMO in terms of gaussian type orbi-
tals by means of the well established quantum chemistry software
package GAMESS(US). It is then straightforward to move to the
momentum space and to define the corresponding separable
potential which is unique in this case. As for atomic hydrogen,
the final step involves solving a 1-dimensional Volterra integral
equation. For the sake of completeness, it is important to mention
that our approach is not gauge invariant as it is the case for most of
the approximate treatments. The problem of the gauge and the del-
icate question of the possible existence of a privileged gauge are
discussed in detail in the context of the present model by Galstyan
et al. [10].

The problem of the interaction of the water molecule with a
femtosecond or sub femtosecond XUV pulse has almost never been
treated theoretically up to now. As far as we know, most of the the-
oretical calculations have been performed at a wave length of 800
nm (0.057 a.u. photon energy). However, it is interesting from the
methodological point of view to mention three different contribu-
tions. In the first one, Borbély et al. [11] study the ionisation of
the water molecule by an intense ultrashort half-cycle electric
pulse. They performed both quantum mechanical and classical cal-
culations within the single active electron and frozen core approx-
imation. They considered the ejection from the HOMO 1b1. Since
this orbital is mainly constructed from the 2pz orbital of the oxygen
atomwhen themolecule is lying in x-y plane, theymodelled it by an
hydrogenic 2pz orbital with an effective charge chosen to reproduce
the ionization energy of the HOMO. They found good agreement
between the classical and quantummechanical calculations at high
field intensity where the over-the-barrier ionisation mechanism is
dominant. In the second contribution, Della Picca et al. [12] study
the orientation-dependent single ionisation of fixed-in-space H2O
by a short laser pulse for twowave lengths: 800 nm and 76 nmwell
in the XUV regime (0.057 a.u. and 0.6 a.u. photon energies respec-
tively). In their calculation, which is based on the strong field
approximation (SFA) [13], the initial and final states are described
by single-Slater determinants of spin-orbitals, the spatial part of
it being calculated by means of the same quantum chemistry soft-
ware package as in our case. They take into account the five occu-
pied molecular orbitals. The SFA is a first order theory in the
sense that the ionisation results from the absorption of a ‘‘virtual”
photon that is supposed to describe tunneling emission. In the high
frequency regime, we have shown [13] that the SFA gives qualita-
tively good results. In their contribution, Della Picca et al. showed
that the HOMO-1 dominates the single-electron emission process
when the laser is polarized along the symmetry axis of themolecule
and that the electron emission is in general favored in the direction
along the laser polarization direction. In the third contribution Pet-
retti et al. [14] apply the single active electron approximation time
dependent Schrödinger equation (SAE-TDSE) method to the water
molecule. They solve a 4-dimensional TDSE within the SAE approx-
imation to treat the orientation-dependent ionisation of H2O in
few-cycle 800 nm linear-polarized laser pulses. Themolecular orbi-
tals are Kohn–Sham orbitals obtained by using the LB94 exchange–
correlation functional. They showed that the HOMO dominates the
overall ionsation behaviour except in the nodal plane of this orbital
where the dominant contribution comes from the HOMO-1. The
role of the carrier envelope phase is also investigated.

Our contribution is organized as follows. After this introduction,
we present our method. First, very briefly in the case of atomic
hydrogen and then, in more detail, in the case of the water mole-
cule. In the third section, we first present some tests of our method
in the case of atomic hydrogen. Before the conclusions and per-
spectives we present our results for the water molecule and com-
pare them against the predictions of the SAE-TDSE method
described in detail by Petretti et al. [14].

Atomic units (a.u.) combined with the Gaussian system for the
electromagnetic field are used throughout unless otherwise
specified.

2. Theoretical model

In this section, we define the pulse and describe our model. For
the sake of clarity, we first consider briefly the case of atomic
hydrogen. Details of the calculations are found in Galstyan et al.
[10]. We then show, in more detail, how it can be generalized to
a more complex system such as the water molecule.

2.1. Description of the pulse

We use the dipole approximation and assume that the electric
field is linearly polarized along the unit vector e, the direction of
which, unless explicitly stated, coincides with our z-axis. The
electric field is defined in terms of the vector potential AðtÞ as
follows:

AðtÞ ¼ A0sin
2 pt

T

� �
sinðxt þ /Þe; 0 6 t 6 T; ð1Þ

where x is the radiation frequency, /, the carrier envelope phase,
which is 0 throughout the paper, and T, the full pulse duration. In
terms of the peak intensity, the amplitude A0 is given by:

A0 ¼ 1
x

ffiffiffiffi
I
I0

s
; ð2Þ
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where I0 ¼ 3:5� 1016 W/cm2. Before considering the atomic hydro-
gen case, it is convenient to define the following quantity:

bðtÞ ¼ �1
c

Z t

0
AðnÞdn; ð3Þ

where c is the speed of light.

2.2. Atomic hydrogen

We work in the momentum space and use the velocity gauge.
Under these conditions, the TDSE that describes the interaction
of atomic hydrogen with the radiation pulse is:

i
@

@t
� p2

2
� 1

c
AðtÞðe � pÞ � 1

2c2
A2ðtÞ

� �
Wðp; tÞ

�
Z

du

ð2pÞ3
Vðp� uÞWðu; tÞ ¼ 0: ð4Þ

p is the canonical momentum and Vðp� uÞ is the kernel of the Cou-
lomb potential. The main idea of the model is to replace this kernel
by a sum of N symmetric separable potentials supporting N bound
states of atomic hydrogen:

Vðp� uÞ ¼ � 4p
jp� uj2

� Vðp;uÞ ¼ �
XN
n¼1

vnðpÞv�
nðuÞ: ð5Þ

In order to solve Eq. (4) with the kernel of the Coulomb potential
given by Eq. (5), we first perform a contact transformation of the

wave function Wðp; tÞ to eliminate the A2ðtÞ term from Eq. (4),

Wðp; tÞ ¼ e�ifðtÞUðp; tÞ; ð6Þ
where

fðtÞ ¼ 1
2c2

Z t

0
AðnÞ2dn: ð7Þ

We then define the following function:

FnðtÞ ¼
Z

du

ð2pÞ3
v�

nðuÞUðu; tÞ: ð8Þ

Under these conditions, the solution of Eq. (4) with the kernel of the
Coulomb potential replaced by the expression (5) may be formally
written as follows:

Uðp; tÞ ¼ e�ip
2

2 tþibðtÞpz Uðp;0Þ þ i
XN
n¼1

vnðpÞ
Z t

0
dnFnðnÞei

p2

2 n�ibðnÞpz

" #
:

ð9Þ
Upon substituting expression (9) for Uðp; tÞ into Eq. (8), we obtain a
system of N coupled linear 1-dimensional Volterra integral equa-
tions of the second kind which may be written in matrix form as:

FðtÞ ¼ F0ðtÞ þ
Z t

0
Kðt; nÞFðnÞdn: ð10Þ

FðtÞ is a vector of dimension N, the components of which are the
FnðtÞ functions. F0ðtÞ is a vector of the same dimension which
results from the contribution of the initial wave function Uðp;0Þ
present in Eq. (9). Kðt; nÞ which is the kernel of the Volterra equa-
tion, is a N � N matrix (see [9] for the details of the calculations).
Consequently, the 4-dimensional TDSE is reduced to a system of N
coupled 1-dimensional Volterra integral equations depending only
on time which is a major advantage when the integration of the
TDSE over the spatial coordinates requires a large grid or basis set.

To obtain the exact solution of course one would have to retain
an infinite number of separable potentials in (5). However, espe-
cially at high frequencies, the essential characteristics of the ioni-
sation process are obtained by just retaining the first or first few
separable potentials corresponding to the first few bound states.
For the water molecule below we consider just the first term in
the separable potential which, as we shall see, encapsulates the
ionisation process at the high frequencies considered here.

2.3. Water molecule

To generalize the previous model to the case of the water mole-
cule, we first generate the spatial part U0ðrÞ of the HOMO 1b1 in the
configuration space. It is obtained by geometry optimization with
the GAMESS(US) program [15] in the Hartree–Fock approximation.
Instead of Hartree–Fock one could use DFT, it would not change
much, as long as one uses experimental orbital energies instead
of ones generated by GAMESS(US) as they are strongly influenced
by the method while the wave functions are not. The general
expression of a molecular orbital a denoted by UaðrÞ is:

UaðrÞ ¼
X3
j¼1

X
cj

Ccj ;a Gcj ðr� RjÞ; ð11Þ

where index j designates each nucleus in the molecule. The second
sum is over the atomic orbitals taken into account around each
nucleus and Gcj is a so-called contracted gaussian from a 6-31G
basis set [16] in the present case. r� Rj is the electronic coordinate
relative to the nucleus j. The coefficients Ccj ;a are the ones generated
by the GAMESS(US) program. The HOMO molecular orbital U0ðrÞ is
then expressed in momentum space by Fourier transform. The cor-
responding separable potential

Vðp;uÞ ¼ �vðpÞv�ðuÞ ð12Þ
is calculated by imposing that the molecular orbital U0ðrÞ is a solu-
tion of the following stationary Schrödinger equation:

e0 � p2

2

� �
U0ðpÞ �

Z
du

ð2pÞ3
Vðp;uÞU0ðuÞ ¼ 0; ð13Þ

where e0 ¼ �0:463 a.u. is the experimental value of the energy of
the HOMO 1b1 [17]. If we define the coefficient

a ¼
Z

du

ð2pÞ3 v
�ðuÞU0ðuÞ; ð14Þ

we obtain immediately:

vðpÞ ¼ �1
a

e0 � p2

2

� �
U0ðpÞ: ð15Þ

The coefficient a is easily obtained by multiplying Eq. (13) by U�
0ðpÞ

and integrating over p. Consequently, the TDSE that describes,
within the SAE approximation, the ejection of an electron from
the HOMO 1b1 of the water molecule exposed to a laser pulse is:

i
@

@t
� p2

2
þ AðtÞ

c
ðe � pÞ

� �
Uðp; tÞ �

Z
du

ð2pÞ3
Vðp;uÞUðu; tÞ ¼ 0; ð16Þ

with the initial condition:

Uðp; 0Þ ¼ U0ðpÞ: ð17Þ

As in the case of atomic hydrogen, the solution of this equation is
obtained analytically:

Uðp; tÞ ¼ e�ip
2

2 tþibðtÞðe�pÞ U0ðpÞ þ ivðpÞ
Z t

0
FðnÞeip

2

2 n�ibðnÞðe�pÞdn
� �

; ð18Þ

and the function FðtÞ is defined by:

FðtÞ ¼
Z

du

ð2pÞ3
v�ðuÞUðu; tÞ: ð19Þ



Fig. 1. Comparison of the exact atomic hydrogen ground state wave function (radial
part) in momentum space with the corresponding wave function (radial part)
generated by the GAMESS(US) program in two different GTO basis sets.
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This function is the solution of the following 1-dimensional Volterra
integral equation:

FðtÞ ¼ F0ðtÞ þ
Z t

0
Kðt; nÞFðnÞdn: ð20Þ

As we stressed before, this function depends only on time. All the
spatial dependence is ‘‘hidden” in the kernel Kðt; nÞ. In other words,
the spatial dependence is treated analytically which allows one to
avoid all the problems related to the size of the grid or of the basis
used to integrate on the spatial coordinate of the electron. F0ðtÞ and
Kðt; nÞ can be expressed in terms of the following functions (see
Appendix A for more details):

Sðx; yÞ ¼
Z

dp

ð2pÞ3
U�

0ðpÞU0ðpÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ; ð21Þ

Tðx; yÞ ¼
Z

dp

ð2pÞ3
p2U�

0ðpÞU0ðpÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ; ð22Þ

Qðx; yÞ ¼
Z

dp

ð2pÞ3
p4U�

0ðpÞU0ðpÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ: ð23Þ

In the case of the HOMO 1b1, we have:

F0ðtÞ ¼ �1
a

e0Sðx; yÞ � 1
2
Tðx; yÞ

� �����
x¼t=2;y¼bðtÞ

; ð24Þ

and

Kðt; nÞ ¼ i
a2

e20Sðx; yÞ � e0Tðx; yÞ þ 1
4
Qðx; yÞ

� �����
x¼ðt�nÞ=2;y¼bðtÞ�bðnÞ

:

ð25Þ
The main shortcomings of the present method are the fact that

the separable potential, which is unique if only one molecular orbi-
tal of a given symmetry is treated, does not necessarily have the
correct asymptotic behaviour as well as the gauge invariance prob-
lem. The problem of the gauge invariance in the context of nonlocal
potentials has been discussed in great detail in various references
[10,18,19]. In particular, it is shown in [10] that it is possible to for-
mulate our separable potential model in various ways that can be
grouped into two families such that within a given family, the
length and velocity gauge formulations give the same value for
the observables. This shows clearly the non-existence of a privi-
leged gauge but does not solve the problem of the ‘‘global” gauge
invariance since formulations belonging to the first and the second
family give different results for the observables. In the case of
atomic hydrogen exposed to a relatively high frequency (of the
order or higher than the ionisation potential) field, the present
velocity gauge formulation of our model with several bound states
taken into account gives results that are in good agreement with
the TDSE results with the full Coulomb potential.

2.4. Numerical implementation

In SPAM, Eq. (20) is solved using the block-by-block method
[20]. From the computational point of view, the most expensive
step is the calculation of the kernels Kðt; nÞ, and it strongly depends
on the number of gaussians in the basis set. This number depends
on the system under consideration and on the basis set. Calculation
for atomic hydrogen with a huge basis set can be as expensive as a
calculation for a water molecule, but with a small basis set.

However, the algorithm can be effectively parallelised. We use
NVIDIA CUDA for General Purpose Graphics Processor Units
(GPGPUs) combined with Message Passing Interface (MPI), so we
use several nodes with GPUs. The overall time to calculate the
ionisation yield at a high frequency for a water molecule using
the 6-31G or 6-311++G⁄⁄ basis set [16] is around 30 min and 6 h
respectively on one GPU of CUDA compute capability 2.0. We use
two GPUs with MPI to control the error during the calculation, or
we use up to 64 GPUs simultaneously to compute an ionisation
yield curve.

Having performed some calculations with small and large basis
sets for the same parameters, we cannot find any significant
difference between them except the computation time. Thus all
the calculations that we present are performed with a small basis
set 6-31G.

If one wants to consider an elliptically polarized pulse, the only
change is in the argument of the exponent in formulae (21)–(23).
This argument becomes ðy1px þ y2py þ y3pzÞ in cartesian coordi-
nates, instead of ypz in the case of linearly polarized pulse. Given
the way we treat the integrals Sðx; yÞ; Tðx; yÞ and Qðx; yÞ analyti-
cally (see Appendix A), the nonzero values of y1; y2 or y3 do not
increase the complexity of the numerical calculation.
3. Results and discussions

This section is divided in two subsections. In the first one, we
present some tests of the adequacy of our model in the case of
atomic hydrogen exposed to a XUV pulse. Results for the water
molecule are presented and discussed in the second subsection.
3.1. Verification of the model

In the case of atomic hydrogen, the atomic state wave functions
are known analytically. It is therefore interesting to analyze to
what extent the same wave function can be accurately reproduced
in a basis of gaussian type orbitals (GTO) with the GAMESS(US)
program. In Fig. 1, we compare the exact 1s-state wave function
(radial part) in momentum space with the corresponding wave
function (radial part) generated by the GAMESS(US) program in
two different basis sets of GTO’s, a small one (6-31G) and a bigger
one (6-311++G⁄⁄). A correlation consistent basis set d-aug-cc-pVTZ
has also been used but the resulting radial part of the wave func-
tion which coincides with the one obtained with the 6-311++G⁄⁄

basis set, is not shown in the figure. These results show clearly that
the GTO basis sets are not accurate in the region of small momenta.
This is expected since small momenta correspond, in the configu-
ration space, to large distances which are not well described by
gaussians that are very localized functions. Although the small
distances can be described relatively well using a small basis set
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(see Fig. 1), we have to account for the long range behaviour as
well. In this case, a bigger basis set works better.

In Fig. 2a, we show the ionisation yield as a function of the fre-
quency in the case where atomic hydrogen is exposed to a two-
cycle pulse of 1014 W/cm2 peak intensity. The calculations have
been performed in two ways: (i) by solving the TDSE with the Cou-
lomb potential fully taken into account and (ii) by using our model
in which we only take into account the ground state of atomic
hydrogen. In the latter case, describing the atomic ground state
with the exact wave function or in a basis of GTO’s does not affect
the results despite the fact that GTO’s are unable to reproduce accu-
rately the behaviour of the wave function for small momenta. We
clearly see in Fig. 2a that the results obtained by solving TDSE
and by using our model are very close to each other, although with
a constant shift. To unveil the nature of this shift we performed two
different lowest order perturbation theory (LOPT) calculations (see
Appendix B). In the first LOPT calculation, we considered single
photon ionisation from the ground state of hydrogen atom to a con-
tinuum p-wave, described by a Coulomb wave. This is the LOPT
TDSE curve, that coincides perfectly with the result of TDSE calcu-
(a) SPAM (blue circles) and full TDSE (orange circles)
 results, compared with corresponding LOPT theories

(b) SPAM (full line) and full TDSE (circles) results;SPAM
result is scaled with a factor obtained from SPAM LOPT

Fig. 2. Ionisation yield as a function of the photon energy for atomic hydrogen
exposed to a two-cycle pulse with 1014 W/cm2 peak intensity.
lation. The second LOPT calculation has a plane wave as the final
state, and everything else is the same as in the first case. This is
the LOPT SPAM curve, that coincides perfectly with the SPAM calcu-
lation. We can conclude that the constant shift that we observe is
due to the wrong description of the continuum, which is close to
a plane wave in the case of SPAMmodel, while it is a Coulombwave
in reality. However, what is hidden behind the log–log scale of the
plot is the fact that the absolute difference between the SPAM and
TDSE becomes smaller and smaller. This shows that for high fre-
quencies we can approximate a Coulomb wave with a plane wave.
It turns out that using plane wave instead of Coulomb wave is
equivalent to introducing a constant factor (see Appendix B). We
use this factor to correct the predictions for atomic hydrogen and
for water molecule as well. In fact, this factor is not ‘‘ad hoc” as it
can be derived from the dipolematrix elements in the case of a Cou-
lomb wave and a plane wave final state of the ionising system. The
comparison of the corrected SPAM result with full TDSE result is
given in Fig. 2b.
3.2. Water molecule

Let us now consider the water molecule. In this case, full TDSE
calculations are not tractable and must rely on some approxima-
tion schemes. In the high frequency regime considered here and
given the good agreement we obtained between TDSE and our
model calculations for atomic hydrogen, it is reasonable to think
that applying our approach to the water molecule considered as
a single active electron system should give relatively good results.

In this subsection, we study the probability of orientation-
dependent single ionization of the HOMO 1b1 by a laser pulse for
various frequencies and peak intensities. The reason why we chose
water instead of a simpler multielectron molecule like H2 is that
the water molecule is a very convenient multielectron quantum
system for our purposes as: (a) its HOMO orbital is essentially a
2p atomic orbital of the oxygen atom with very little influence of
each hydrogen atom (the value of magnetic quantum number for
this 2p orbital depends on the particular position of the molecule
in the reference frame); (b) ionisation of the water HOMO orbital
leaves the geometry of the molecule unchanged, thus allowing us
to apply the fixed nuclei approximation as the vibrational excita-
tion is low.

Since the full final momentum wavepacket is available in the
SPAM model, any information about the system can be easily
extracted. The absence of the intermediate states means however
that regimes where these states are important, like low frequency
ionisation, cannot be treated accurately. Being a SAE approach one
neglects all the dynamic interactions between the particles. Finally
the Born Oppenheimer approximation neglects all the processes
related to motion of the nuclei. Nevertheless, the SPAM model
allows one to make predictions for any complex system, where
the aforementioned approximations are adequate, in the single
photon regime. The model is very scalable, so the limits on the size
of the system are given by the hardware resources.

Fig. 3 shows two possible orientations of the water molecule
with respect to the reference frame that are used later for the cal-
culations. The origin of this reference frame is in the molecular
plane.

In Fig. 4, we consider the photon energy dependence of the
probability of ionisation of the water molecule placed as in
Fig. 3a, by a laser pulse with a fixed duration of 900 as, for three
different angles between the polarization vector and the z-axis
and for two peak intensities: 1015 W/cm2 and 5� 1015 W/cm2.
The curves amplitude scales linearly with the intensity (we have
performed the calculations for other intensities in the range
1013–1016 W/cm2, not shown in the Fig. 4 above one atomic unit



(a) HOMO parallel to z-axis (b) HOMO parallel to x-axis

Fig. 3. Position of the water molecule in space. The origin of the reference frame is
in the molecular plane. The HOMO orbital is perpendicular to the molecular plane.
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of energy. It is the multiphoton ionisation regime as the frequency
corresponding to the Keldysh parameter c ¼ 1 is well below the
ionisation threshold for both intensities. Multiphoton ionisation
in the model is treated by default, as we account for the laser field
fully, but we cannot derive any conclusions from the region below
1 a.u. in energy as that region is too close to the ionisation thresh-
old, where the intermediate states and the range of the potential
plays an important role. Provided that the ionisation occurs in
the perturbative region, the ionisation yield does not change as a
function of the number of cycles as well. We have checked up to
32 cycles, that above 1 a.u. laser frequency the amplitude of the
(a) Polarization vector parallel to the z-axis (b

(c) Polarization vector turne

Fig. 4. Geometry like in Fig. 3a. Dependence of the ionisation yield of water molecule on t
5� 1015 W/cm2 (solid blue line) and 1015 W/cm2 (dashed orange line). The result is not m
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
curve is bigger, but the overall shape is still the same, the curves
are parallel.

It can be seen that for a fixed peak intensity, the ionisation yield
is the highest when the field polarization axis is along the axis of
2pz oxygen orbital which practically coincides with the H2O HOMO
orbital. The yield decreases rapidly when the polarization vector is
rotated towards the x-axis. This conclusion supports the findings
of Petretti et al. [14]. They showed that for the photon energy
0.057 a.u., the shape of the water molecule ionisation yield as a
function of the orientation of the polarization vector is more or less
the same as the shape of the molecular orbital from which the ion-
isation occurs. To stress this point, we show in Fig. 5, the ionisation
yield as a function of the angle h between the polarization direction
in the xz-plane and the z-axis. When the polarization axis is per-
pendicular to the z-axis (therefore in the xy-plane), we obtain an
ionization yield which is equal to zero within the machine accu-
racy. This contrasts with Petretti’s results who obtained a small
but finite yield for a frequency 10 times lower. Note that the ioni-
sation yield gets flatter around h ¼ p=2 for the lowest frequency,
and also the overall shape shows significant variation.

In order to have some idea about how accurate is the prediction
of the SPAMmodel for high frequencies, we ran the SAE-TDSE code
from [14] in the 1-photon ionisation regime (the frequency, corre-
sponding to the Keldysh parameter equal to 1, is below the ionisa-
tion threshold for both intensities) and compared the ionisation
) Polarization vector turned by 30o in the xz-plane

d by 60o in the xz-plane

he photon energy for a pulse duration of 900 as. Two peak intensities are considered:
ultiplied by the correction factor. (For interpretation of the references to colour in



(a) Laser pulse frequency 0.3 a.u. (b) Laser pulse frequency 0.5 a.u.

(c) Laser pulse frequency 1 a.u.

Fig. 5. Geometry like in Fig. 3a. Dependence of the ionisation yield on the angle h between the polarization direction in the xz-plane and the z-axis for a water molecule
exposed to 900 as pulses of three different frequencies. Two peak intensities are considered: 5� 1015 W/cm2 (solid blue line) and 1015 W/cm2 (dashed orange line). Some
parts of these figures were obtained using the symmetry of the system. The result is not multiplied by the correction factor. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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yield prediction of these two SAE models (see Fig. 6). A significant
difference between these models is the fact that for SAE-TDSE the
full Coulomb potential has been taken into account in generating
Fig. 6. Geometry like in Fig. 3b. Dependence of the ionisation yield of two water
molecule models on the photon energy for a sine squared pulse of 2 cycles duration
and 4� 1014 W/cm2 peak intensity. The solid line has been obtained by using our
SPAM method, the dots show the results of SAE-TDSE calculation [14].
the orbital basis, thus we have to correct the SPAM result with
the same factor as for atomic hydrogen. Both ionisation yields
are normalised to 1.

As we consider only one state of water molecule in the SAE, the
behaviour of the model should not be very different from the one
of the atomic hydrogen, this is the reason behind our assumption
that the factor is similar. Indeed, our calculations verify this
assumption. Furthermore, as this is essentially the perturbative
regime of ionisation, we expect the ionisation yield to scale linearly
with intensity. We checked also the dependence of the ionisation
yield on the pulse duration. The overall shape does not change,
only the amplitude of the curve is changing – the longer is the
pulse, the higher is the ionisation.

In fact, we have perfect agreement between these models for
high frequencies, and poor agreement for the photon energies near
the ionisation threshold. This can be explained by the fact that
SAE-TDSE uses 6000 Kohn–Sham orbitals to propagate the wave-
function, while in SPAM we don’t have any intermediate state at
all. This discrepancy can be reduced as we include the lowest unoc-
cupied orbital in the SPAM calculation, which will be done in
future publications.

We can see in Fig. 7 that the corrected SPAM coincides with
SAE-TDSE in a wide intensity range as well. This agreement of
the corrected SPAMmodel and SAE-TDSE approach in a wide inten-
sity and frequency range indicates that the SPAM correction factor
does not depend on intensity or on frequency.



Fig. 7. Geometry like in Fig. 3b. Dependence of the ionisation yield of two water
molecule models on the laser pulse peak intensity for a sine squared pulse of 6 cycle
duration and 5 a.u. photon energy. The solid line has been obtained by using our
SPAM method, the dots show the results of SAE-TDSE calculation [14].
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4. Conclusions and perspectives

We have extended a computationally inexpensive model, previ-
ously developed for atomic hydrogen to the treatment, within the
SAE approximation, of the interaction of a complex quantum sys-
tem with a high frequency ultrashort laser pulse. As a first applica-
tion, we have applied this model to the single ionisation of the
HOMO of the water molecule by an ultrashort XUV pulse. We stud-
ied the dependence of the single ionisation yield on the pulse fre-
quency, the peak intensity and the orientation of the polarization
vector. Our results clearly show that the model allows one to per-
form such calculations quickly for a complex system. Although it
has been shown that this approach works rather well for atomic
hydrogen in the low frequency regime we do not expect this model
to be able to treat the ionisation of H2O by a low frequency laser
pulse because the intermediate states for a many electron quan-
tum system are very important. However we will try to investigate
the behaviour of the model water molecule in a laser pulse having
HOMO and LUMO orbitals included.
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Appendix A

Let’s denote Gcj ðp;RjÞ the Fourier transform of the contracted
gaussian Gcj ðr� RjÞ. For any two orbitals a and b we can write
Eq. (23) and the following Tðx; yÞ and Qðx; yÞ functions as

Sabðx;yÞ¼
Z

dp

ð2pÞ3U
�
aðpÞUbðpÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ

¼
X3
i¼1

X3
j¼1

X
ci

X
cj

Cci ;aCcj ;b

Z
dp

ð2pÞ3
G�
ci
ðp;RiÞGcj ðp;RjÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ

ðA:1Þ

Tabðx;yÞ¼
Z

dp

ð2pÞ3
p2U�

aðpÞUbðpÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ
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X3
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X3
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X
ci

X
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Cci ;aCcj ;b

Z
dp

ð2pÞ3
p2G�

ci
ðp;RiÞGcj ðp;RjÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ

ðA:2Þ

Qabðx;yÞ¼
Z

dp

ð2pÞ3
p4U�

aðpÞUbðpÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ

¼
X3
i¼1

X3
j¼1

X
ci

X
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Cci ;aCcj ;b

Z
dp

ð2pÞ3
p4 G�

ci
ðp;RiÞGcj ðp;RjÞe�ip2xþiyðe�pÞ:

ðA:3Þ
The integrals involving momentum space contracted gaussians
Gcj ðp; RjÞ can be calculated using the following basic integral from
[21]:Z 1

�1
dxxne�px2þ2qx ¼ n!eq

2=p

ffiffiffiffi
p
p

r
q
p

� �nX½n=2�
k¼0

1
ðn� 2kÞ!k!

p
4q2

� �k
: ðA:4Þ
Appendix B. TDSE at high frequencies

Let us rewrite the TDSE for hydrogen (4) for the function Uðp; sÞ
(6) using the scaled time s ¼ xt; 0 6 s 6 2pN with N being the
number of optical cycles. Now we can solve it using the spectral
decomposition of the final wavepacket in a full set of the Coulomb
wave functions

Wðp; sÞ ¼
X
a

e�ieas=xCaðsÞu�
a ðpÞ;

X
a

jCaðsÞj2 ¼ 1: ðB:1Þ

Inserting (B.1) into new Eq. (4) and integrating it with respect to
time, we obtain the integral equation

CcðsÞ ¼ dc0 þ i
x2

X
a

hu�
c jðe � pÞju�

a i
Z s

0
dn b0ðnÞeiðec�eaÞn=xCaðnÞ:

ðB:2Þ
Now we consider a decomposition of Cc in 1=x2 and obtain up

to the fourth order

CcðsÞ � dc0 þ i
x2 hu�

c jðe � pÞju0i
Z s

0
dn b0ðnÞeiðec�e0Þn=x

� 1
x4

Z s

0
dn1 b0ðn1Þeiecn1=x

Z s

0
dn2 b0ðn2Þe�ie0n2=xhu�

c jðe � pÞ

� Gc
n1 � n2
x

� �
ðe � pÞju0i: ðB:3Þ
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In (B.3) the Green’s function takes the form

Gc
n1 � n2
x

� �
¼ hðn1 � n2Þ

X
a

ju�
a ie�ieaðn1�n2Þ=xhu�

a j

¼ hðn1 � n2Þe�iHðn1�n2Þ=x; Gcð0Þ ¼ bIhðn1 � n2Þ: ðB:4Þ

For 1s state c ¼ 0, and

C0ðsNÞ�1� 1
x4 hu0jðe �pÞ

Z sN

0
dn1 b

0ðn1Þe�in1
H�e0
x

Z n1

0
dn2 b

0ðn2Þein2
H�e0
x

� �
�ðe �pÞju0i: ðB:5Þ

The normalization condition gives the ionization yield in the form

Pion ¼
Z

dk

ð2pÞ3
jCðk; sÞj2 ¼ 1� jC0ðsÞj2 �

X
n¼2;lm

jCnlmðsÞj2: ðB:6Þ

Inserting (B.5) into (B.6) with the use of (B.3) for continuum states
and neglecting the contribution of excited states which is of higher
order than 1=x4, we obtain up to 1=x4 the lowest order perturba-
tion theory (LOPT) for the full Coulomb potential

Pion ¼ 2
x4Re hu0jðe �pÞ

Z sN

0
dn1 b

0ðn1Þe�in1
H�e0
x

Z n1

0
dn2 b

0ðn2Þein2
H�e0
x

� �
ðe �pÞju0i:

ðB:7Þ

We can calculate Pion noting that e0 ¼ �1=2:

Pion ¼ 1
x4

Z sN

0
dn1 b0ðn1Þein1=2x

Z sN

0
dn2 b0ðn2Þe�in2=2x hu0jðe � pÞ

� exp
iHðn1 � n2Þ

x

� �
ðe � pÞju0i: ðB:8Þ

We put H ¼ H0 þ V and note that c ¼ ðn1 � n2Þ=2x is a small param-
eter. In this case we can write approximately [22]

e2icðH0þVÞ � eicH0e2icVeicH0 � eicH0 ½1þ 2icV �eicH0 : ðB:9Þ
Inserting the decomposition (B.9) into (B.8), we obtain two terms

Pion ¼ PSPAM
ion þ J ðB:10Þ

where PSPAM
ion is LOPT with a short range potential and J describes the

difference between Pion and PSPAM
ion . For high frequencies
Fig. 8. Atomic hydrogen ionization in a 2 cycle sine squared laser pulse with peak
intensity 1014 W/cm2. Blue and orange dots are full TDSE and SPAM model (with 1s
state) calculations correspondingly. Blue solid line is Pion , orange dashed line is PSPAM

ion

and green dotted line is �J from the Eq. (B.10). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
PSPAM
ion þ J � �J, so we can conclude that J � � 1

2 P
SPAM
ion , or, as we

observe, Pion � 1
2 P

SPAM
ion .

The results of the calculations for atomic hydrogen are given in
Fig. 8. As for H2O we use the SAE approximation, we expect the
molecular ionisation probability to behave in the same manner.
Indeed, our calculations indicate that for H2O the factor is close
to 2 as well.
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